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835,&21),4*;52+#5+),W5/1")51,W525,%(.+'350,(%#*1),^ Z,Q5(21,(4*P,<V4*;52+#5+),"+")"()";51,3(;5,1"+'5,
then proliferated at all levels of government. Early views assumed the move towards eGovernment 
(1,(,1"+4%5,%"+5(2,05;5%*$#5+)(%,$()3P,83"1,+*)"*+,W(1,1**+,'($).250,/Q,1.$$%"521, "+,(,;(2"5)Q,*-,
stage models. 
83*15, 5(2%Q, ;"5W1D, '%5(2%Q, "+-.150, /Q, )5'3+*%*4"'(%, 05)52#"+"1#D, )5+050, )*, 5#$3(1"15, )35,
technological dimensions of eGovernment and suggested a rather automatic set of outcomes and 
/5+5&)1P,<B$52"5+'5D,(+0,5;5+,1*#5,3"43,$2*&%5,-("%.251D,13*W50,.1,)3(),5:*;52+#5+),0*51,+*),
(').(%%Q, -*%%*W, (, 1"+4%5, %"+5(2, $()3D, +*2, (25, ")1, $*)5+)"(%, /5+5&)1, 1*, $250"')(/%Q, (''*#$%"1350P,
=2*T5'),"#$%5#5+)()"*+,"1,#.'3,#*25,0"-&'.%),)3(+,5B$5')50P,=2*/%5#1,(+0,/(22"521,(25,+*),$2"#(2"%Q,
)5'3+*%*4"'(%D,/.),(%1*,*24(+"1()"*+(%D,$*%")"'(%D,%54(%D,*2,5;5+,'.%).2(%P,J*25*;52D,1.''511-.%,1*%.)"*+1,




trends and paradigms that characterise the present landscape of eGovernment developments – some 
of which may be crucial for the future of governments. 
José Luis Blasco and Modesto Fabra carry on a study of the evolution of eGovernment initiatives 
"+,!$("+D,$(Q"+4,())5+)"*+,$(2)"'.%(2%Q,)*,)35,2*%5,*-,254.%()"*+,(+0,%54(%,-2(#5W*2M1,"+,1)"#.%()"+4,










Alexander HeichlingerD,Cristina Borrell and Julia Bosse analyse all the applications presented in 
?@@A,(),(,<.2*$5(+,(W(20,'*+)51),-*2,"++*;()";5,$2*T5')1,"+,)35,$./%"',15')*2P,!"+'5,#(+Q,*-,)35,
/51),$2(')"'51,('M+*W%50450,(),)W*,*-,)35,'*+)51)b1,)35#51,c$52-*2#(+'5,"#$2*;5#5+),"+,$./%"',
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"#$2*;5#5+),*-,/('MV*-&'5,(+0,)35,.$42(0"+4,*-,*24(+"1()"*+(%,$2*'51151D,)*,)35,"+;*%;5#5+),*-,
users in the design and planning phase of the projects.





)35Q, '*+'%.05, )3(), !#(2)$3*+51,#(Q, /5, .150, )*, 25(%"15, )35, $*)5+)"(%1D,W3"%5, 25#*;"+4, 5B"1)"+4,
W5(M+51151D,"+,#:*;52+#5+),($$%"'()"*+1P,835Q,5+0,.$,$2515+)"+4,(+,(')"*+,$%(+,)3(),'(+,(11"1),"+,
meeting the challenges of future secure and usable smartphone-based mGovernment services.








R+%"+5, 725()"*+, 7*##.+")"51, e, (%1*, '(%%50, =552, =2*0.')"*+, 1Q1)5#1, e, W525, /*2+,#*25, )3(+, )W*,
05'(051,(4*,(2*.+0,)35,051"4+,*-,*$5+,1*.2'5,1*-)W(25,/.),3(;5,/55+, "+'25(1"+4%Q,5B$(+050,)*,
*)352, 0*#("+1, *-, $2*0.')"*+P,835, $($52, -*'.151, *+, )35, +5W, 4*;52+(+'5, 1)Q%5, (0*$)50, /Q, )3515,
'*##.+")"51g,(,1)Q%5,)3(),-*1)521D,*+,(+,.+$25'505+)50,1'(%5D,$(2)"'"$()"*+,(+0,05#*'2()"',05'"1"*+V
#(M"+4,"+,(,0"4")(%,5+;"2*+#5+)P,835,(.)3*2,5B$%*251,)35,W(Q,)3"1,+5W,-*2#,*-,*24(+"1()"*+,#(Q,/5,
used for improving government performance in an era of deep political legitimacy crisis.
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For several years the evolution of eGovernment in Spain 
3(1, /55+, "+I.5+'50, /Q, ;(2"*.1, -(')*21D, /*)3, "+)52+(%, (+0,
5B)52+(%P,83515, "+'%.05, (+, (05`.()5, %54(%, -2(#5W*2MD, $%(+1,
(+0,$2*42(##51,-*2,5:*;52+#5+),$2*#*)"*+D,(W(25+511,*-,")1,
advantages and increasing social demand. Depending on their 
'"2'.#1)(+'51D,5('3,)Q$5,*-,(0#"+"1)2()"*+,3(1,)(M5+,(,0"--525+),
($$2*('3D, (%)3*.43, (%W(Q1, W")3, )35, $.2$*15, *-, 5+'*.2(4"+4,
'3(+451,"+,)35"2,25%()"*+1,W")3,'")"a5+1P,835,$2515+),5'*+*#"',
'2"1"1,#.1),/5,(%1*,)(M5+,"+)*,(''*.+)D,1"+'5, "), "1, "+I.5+'"+4,
5:*;52+#5+), $2*#*)"*+, "+")"()";51P, \+052, )3515, '*+0")"*+1D,
the implementation process evidences three main trends in the 
'.225+),05;5%*$#5+),*-,25%()"*+13"$1,;"(,5%5')2*+"',#50"(D,(%1*,
25I5')50,"+,!$(+"13,%54"1%()"*+,*+,5:*;52+#5+)9,1"#$%"&'()"*+D,
transparency and administrative cooperation.
h,83"1, 1).0Q,W(1, .+052)(M5+, (1, $(2), *-, )35, 2515(2'3,$2*T5'),
-.+050, /Q, )35, !$(+"13, J"+"1)2Q, *-, !'"5+'5, (+0, 6++*;()"*+D,
iY525'3*, (0#"+"1)2()";*D, )2(+1$(25+'"(, 5, "+)52;5+'"j+,
5'*+j#"'(9,3('"(,.+,+.5;*,#*05%*,05,>0#"+"1)2('"j+,=k/%"'(b,
cY<N?@^@V^llZSdP
Current trends in the evolution of electronic relations 






cooperation are the main 
trends in the electronic 
relationship between citizens 
and the administration in 
Spain.
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5:*;52+#5+), !.2;5Q, ?@^@bD, "+, W3"'3, "), W(1, $%('50, A)3,W*2%0W"05P, 835, 25$*2), /Q, )35, <.2*$5(+,





5('3, *-, )35, 15;5+)55+,>.)*+*#*.1, 7*##.+")"51, 3(1, ")1, *W+, 4*;52+#5+)D, (1, 0*, $2*;"+'51, (+0,
#.+"'"$(%")"51,(),(,#*25,%*'(%,%5;5%P,<('3,*-,)3515,(0#"+"1)2()"*+1,3(1,05'"1"*+V#(M"+4,$*W521,W")3,
254(20, )*, 51)(/%"13"+4, *2, 05;5%*$"+4, 6+-*2#()"*+, (+0, 7*##.+"'()"*+, 85'3+*%*4"51, c678d, "+, )35"2,
relations with citizens and other administrations.
6+,%"43),*-,)35,(/*;5D,)3"1,$($52,("#1,)*,"05+)"-Q,)35,#("+,-(')*21,)3(),3(;5,5+'*.2(450,5:*;52+#5+),
05;5%*$#5+),(+0,)*,51)(/%"13,)35,5B)5+),*-,)35"2,"+I.5+'5,)*0(QP,835,(+(%Q1"1,"1,'(22"50,*.),-2*#,
(, %54(%,$521$5')";5D,05)52#"+51, )35,/(1"', %"+51, -*%%*W50,/Q, )3"1,$2*'511,(+0, )2('51, )35"2,*2"4"+1P,
83515,)25+01,'*+1)").)5,)35,/(1"1,-*2,(0;(+'51,"+,5:*;52+#5+),"+,)35,'*#"+4,Q5(21P,C5+'5D,)35Q,W"%%,
05)52#"+5,W3(),$./%"',(')";")Q,"1,+55050,)*,#(B"#"15,5--5')";5+511,-*2,'")"a5+1P
2. Factors in the development of eGovernment in Spain
Regulation of the use of electronic tools between the Spanish public administration and its citizens 













n, U(2"*.1,1).0"51,$2*;"05,5;"05+'5,*-,)3"1D,-*2,5B(#$%5D,Las Entidades locales ante la Ley 11/2007, de 22 de junio, de 
Acceso Electrónico de los Ciudadanos a los Servicios Públicos. Situación en la Comunidad ValencianaD,/Q,)35,:2.$*,05,
6+;51)"4('"j+,1*/25,X.5;(1,85'+*%*4o(1,>$%"'(0(1,(,%(,>0#"+"1)2('"j+,m*'(%V:"+)(%,cN515(2'3,:2*.$,*+,X5W,85'3+*%*4"51,
>$$%"50,)*,m*'(%,>0#"+"1)2()"*+dD,?@@A,c3))$9[[4"+)(%P.T"P51[#50"([<1).0"*><P$0-dD,)35,Enquesta sobre l’adopció de les 
tecnologies de la informació y la comunicació a l’Administració Local de Catalunya 2009D,/Q,)35,f.+0('"j,R/152;()*2",
05, %(,!*'"5)(),05, %(, 6+-*2#('"j,05,7()(%.+Q(, , c7()(%(+, 6+-*2#()"*+,!*'"5)Q,R/152;()*2Q,f*.+0()"*+d, c3))$9[[WWWP
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8(/%5,^9,<B(#$%51,*-,5!52;"'51,"#$%5#5+)50,"+,!$(+"13,'5+)2(%D,(.)*+*#*.1,(+0,%*'(%,4*;52+#5+)1P
Service Description
N50,@L@,c3))$9[[WWWP@L@P51[d Allows citizens to receive information and 




Sets out to be a reference point of entry to all 
"+-*2#()"*+,*+,)35,1").()"*+D,05;5%*$#5+)D,
(+(%Q1"1D,"++*;()"*+1,(+0,"+")"()";51,(2"1"+4,*+,
eGovernment and incorporating contents and 













Electronic processing system housing all the 
























Barcelona City Council’s information and services.
J(02"0,=(2)"'"$(,c3))$9[[WWWP
#(02"0$(2)"'"$(P51[dP
Designed to increase citizen participation in the 
05'"1"*+V#(M"+4,$2*'511,"+,)35,'")Q,*-,J(02"0D,
offering a more dynamic and continuous dialogue 
between political representatives and citizens.
6+,'52)("+,(25(1D, )35,.15,*-,)5'3+*%*4Q,3(1,42(0.(%%Q,#(05,'*+1"052(/%5,$2*42511D,1.'3,(1, "+,)35,
(.)*#()"*+,*-,"+)52+(%,(0#"+"1)2()";5,$2*'51151,"+")"()50,)3"2)Q,Q5(21,(4*P,6+,*)352,(25(1D,"+")"()";51,
3(;5, /55+, )(M5+, )*, "#$%5#5+), 5")352, 1$5'"&', (1$5')1, *-, 5:*;52+#5+)D, 1.'3, (1, )(B, $(Q#5+)1D,
*2, 45+52(%, 25%()"*+1, W")3, '")"a5+1, )32*.43, 5%5')2*+"', #50"(D, 1.'3, (1, 5%5')2*+"', +*)"&'()"*+, (+0,
254"1)2()"*+P,>),)35,1(#5,)"#5D,(0#"+"1)2()";5,*24(+"1()"*+,3(1,05;5%*$50,"+,$(2(%%5%,)32*.43,)35,
W*2M,*-,"+)52+(%,1)2.').251,'3(2450,W")3,$2*#*)"+4,(+0,$%(++"+4,5:*;52+#5+)P
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2.1 The public drive towards eGovernment
835, &21), 5B)52+(%, -(')*2, "1, )35, 51)(/%"13#5+), *-, 1)2()54"51, (+0, 1.$$*2),#5'3(+"1#1, )*, $2*#*)5,
5:*;52+#5+)P, E*)3, )35, <.2*$5(+,\+"*+, (+0, +()"*+(%, $./%"', (0#"+"1)2()"*+1, 3(;5, $.), "+, $%('5, (,
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5'*+*#"', (+0, )5'3+*%*4"'(%, 251*.2'51D, %*'(%, 4*;52+#5+)1, 3(;5, ).2+50, )*, *)352, (0#"+"1)2()"*+1,
for assistance.6, 83515, "+")"()";51, 3(;5, )3525-*25, 5+'*.2(450, %*'(%, $*%")"'"(+1, )*, "+")"()5, )35,
"#$%5#5+)()"*+,$2*'511,(+0,/5+5&),-2*#,)35,(0;(+)(451,"),*--521D,/Q,5+(/%"+4,)35#,)*,*;52'*#5,





2.2 The new legal framework
>,15'*+0,5B)52+(%,-(')*2,'*+'52+1,)35,5#5245+'5,*-,+5W,%54"1%()"*+,4*;52+"+4,5%5')2*+"',25%()"*+1,
/5)W55+, )35, (0#"+"1)2()"*+, (+0, '")"a5+1P, 6+, !$("+D, )35,#*1), 25%5;(+), %54"1%()"*+, "1, m(W,^^[?@@s,
*-, ??, G.+5, ?@@sD, *+, '")"a5+1b, 5%5')2*+"', (''511, )*, $./%"', 152;"'51P7, 83"1, 254.%()"*+, $2*;"050, )35,
1)"#.%.1,(+0,2()"*+(%5,)*,#*052+"15,)35,(0#"+"1)2()"*+P,6),$%(Q50,(,05'"1";5,0.(%,2*%5,"+,(0;(+'"+4,
5:*;52+#5+)D, 1"+'5, "),/*)3, 1$.2250, ")1,05;5%*$#5+),(+0,05)52#"+50,($$2*$2"()5,$2*'50.251, -*2,
"#$%5#5+)()"*+P,!./15`.5+),254.%()"*+1,($$2*;50,/Q,)35,254"*+(%,4*;52+#5+)1,3(;5,(%1*,'*+)2"/.)50,









with the public administrations as a right and as a corresponding obligation for the administrations. 
832*.43,)3"1,25'*4+")"*+,"),51)(/%"1351,)35,$2"+'"$%51,*-,5:*;52+#5+)D,)(M51,"+)*,(''*.+),'")"a5+1b,
2"43)1, "+, )3515, 25%()"*+1, (+0, 254.%()51, ")1, '*#$*+5+), 5%5#5+)1, (+0, )**%1D, 1.'3, (1, 1"4+().251D,
'*##.+"'()"*+1D,254"1)521D,0*'.#5+)1,5)'P,835,$./%"',(0#"+"1)2()"*+1D,)3525-*25D,#.1),-('"%")()5,)35,
#5(+1,-*2,'")"a5+1,)*,'*##.+"'()5,W")3,)35#,)32*.43,5%5')2*+"',#50"(D,(+0,5+1.25,)35,(;("%(/"%")QD,
(''511D, "+)542")QD, (.)35+)"'")QD, '*+&05+)"(%")Q, (+0,$25152;()"*+,*-,0()(D, "+-*2#()"*+,(+0, 152;"'51,
that they manage when carrying out their competences.




Z, 6+-*2#()"*+, (/*.), )35"2, %"+51, *-, (')"*+, *2, "+")"()";51, "+, '*%%(/*2()"*+, W")3, )35, >.)*+*#*.1, 7*##.+")"51, (+0,




8 See the Ministerio de la Presidencia, *-, !$("+, 25$*2), c?@^@d9, m54(%, -2(#5W*2M1, (+0, '")"a5+1, '3(2)1, *-, 2"43)1, -*2,
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R)352, !$(+"13, 254.%()"*+1D, /*)3, $25;"*.1, (+0, 1./15`.5+), )*, m(W, ^^[?@@sD, '*#$%5)5, )35, %54(%,








m(W, ^Z[^AAAD, 0()50, ^n,
Y5'5#/52D,^AAAP,
Regulates the protection of personal data. 
m(W, nS[?@@?D, 0()50, ^^, G.%QD,
?@@?P,






m(W, ZA[?@@nD, 0()50, ^A,
Y5'5#/52D,?@@nP
Regulates the electronic signature.
m(W,n@[?@@sD,0()50,n@,R')*/52D,
?@@sP
Regulates public sector procurement. 
















administrations to ensure interoperability when 
#(M"+4,)5'3+*%*4QV25%()50,05'"1"*+1,
R)352, <.2*$5(+, '*.+)2"51, 3(;5, 5+(')50, 1"#"%(2, %54"1%()"*+P, f*2, 5B(#$%5D, )35, 5:*;52+#5+), >'),
(+0, )35,:5+52(%, m(W, *+,>0#"+"1)2()"*+, =2*'51151, (+0, )35, <%5')2*+"', !"4+().25,>'), 15), )35,#("+,







before the European and Member States’ eGovernment.
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2.3 Increasing social demand
835, )3"20, 5B)52+(%, -(')*2D, (%1*, '*+1"05250, "+,>2'3#(++,F,7(1)"%%*, 64%51"(1, c?@^^dD, "1, )35, 42*W"+4,














crucial developmental factor. Various studies carried out by business organisations have calculated 
)35,1(;"+41,"+,)"#5,(+0,5B$5+15,)3(),(0#"+"1)2()";5,1"#$%"&'()"*+,)32*.43,5:*;52+#5+),W*.%0,#5(+,
for their members.11
2.4 Increasing social demand
835,#*1), *.)1)(+0"+4, "+)52+(%, -(')*2, "1, )35, "+'25(1"+4, (W(25+511, *+, )35, $(2), *-, $*%")"'"(+1, (+0,
$./%"',#(+(4521,*-,)35,(0;(+)(451,*--5250,/Q,678P,83"1,(W(25+511,3(1,%50,)*,(,W"051$25(0,(#/")"*+,




One of the demonstrated advantages of offering public services electronically is the saving of 
5'*+*#"',251*.2'51,(+0,)"#5D,/*)3,-*2,)35,(0#"+"1)2()"*+,eW3"'3,/5'*#51,#*25,5-&'"5+)e,(+0,-*2,
the user.13, 6+0550D, *+5, -(')*2, 02";"+4,$./%"', (0#"+"1)2()"*+1, )*, (0*$), )3515, )5'3+*%*4"51, "1, )35"2,




11, 835,<.2*$5(+,\+"*+,3(1,3(0,(+,"#$('),"+,)3"1,(25(,)32*.43,")1,Communication from the Commission to the Council, 
the European Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions - The Role 
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processes involved in document and administrative management. 
C*W5;52D,"),13*.%0,/5,25#5#/5250,)3(),)35,051"25,)*,"+)2*0.'5,5%5')2*+"',25%()"*+1,-25`.5+)%Q,4*51,
/5Q*+0,(0#"+"1)2()"*+1b, 25(%,$*11"/"%")"51D, 1"+'5, )35Q,05$5+0,*+,'52)("+, "+")"(%, '*+0")"*+1, -*2, )35,
$2*T5'),)*,/5,5--5')";5P,835,&21),*-,)3515,25`."25#5+)1, "1,)35,'3(+45, "+,)35,$521$5')";5, "#$%"50,
"+,)35,25%()"*+13"$,/5)W55+,)35,(0#"+"1)2()"*+,(+0,)35,'")"a5+P,7*+15`.5+)%QD,*)352,(1$5')1,)3(),
'*+0")"*+,)35,$2(')"'(%,('3"5;5#5+),*-,5:*;52+#5+),(25,$*%")"'(%,'*##")#5+)D,M+*W%5045,*+,)35,
$(2),*-, )35,.1521, -*2,W3*#, "), "1,051"4+50D,(+0, )35,05;5%*$#5+),*-, "+-2(1)2.').251, )*,$.), "), "+)*,
practice.
3. Aspects of the transformation of relations between the public 
administration and citizens
835, -(')*21, 3"43%"43)50, (/*;5, 3(;5, $(;50, )35,W(Q, -*2, (, -(;*.2(/%5, '*+)5B), (+0, (+, ($$2*$2"()5,
254.%()*2Q, -2(#5W*2M, )*,(0;(+'5, )35, "#$%5#5+)()"*+, (+0,05;5%*$#5+),*-,5:*;52+#5+)D, (+0, )*,
transform relations between public administration and citizens.14,C*W5;52D,)3"1,$2*'511,3(1,25'5+)%Q,
/55+,1%*W50,0*W+,/Q,)35,$2515+),5'*+*#"','2"1"1D,W3"'3, "1,(%1*,(--5')"+4,$./%"',(0#"+"1)2()"*+1P,
R+, *+5, 3(+0D, )35, &+(+'"(%, 1.$$*2), (;("%(/%5, "+, $25;"*.1, Q5(21, 3(1, 05'25(150, (+0D, *+, )35, *)352,





>1, 051'2"/50, (/*;5D, ())5#$)1, )*, #55), )3515, )(245)1, "+;*%;5, -('"%")()"+4, )3515, 25%()"*+13"$1, *2,
administrative formalities by simplifying the bureaucratic burden that can affect citizens and by 
$2*;"0"+4,(1,#.'3,"+-*2#()"*+,(1,$*11"/%5P,83515,(1$5')1D,'*;5250,(1,$2"#(2Q,("#1,*-,m(W,^^[?@@sD,
#.1),/5,#5),"-,(,#*25,)2(+1$(25+)D,(''511"/%5,(+0,5-&'"5+),(0#"+"1)2()"*+,"1,)*,/5,('3"5;50P,
!"#$%"&'()"*+, (+0, )2(+1$(25+'Q, (25, )3525-*25, )35,#("+, )25+01,#(2M"+4, )35, '.225+), 5;*%.)"*+, *-,
25%()"*+1, /5)W55+, '")"a5+1, (+0, )35, (0#"+"1)2()"*+, "+, !$("+, "+, )3"1, (25(D15 together with crucial 
administrative cooperation.
8*,$.),678,"+)*,'*+)5B)D,W5,#.1),1)(2),-2*#,)35,"05(,)3(),)35"2,.15,"+,)35,1$3525,*-,5:*;52+#5+),
has affected the traditional concept of the administrative document. Much is now heard about the 
05#()52"(%"1()"*+,*-,(0#"+"1)2()";5,$2*'50.251,(+0D,)3525-*25D,*-,)35,0*'.#5+),e*2,#*25,1$5'"&'(%%QD,
administrative proceedings– as the format changes. Dematerialisation is seen in the gradual physical 
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)35"2,25$%('5#5+),/Q,5%5')2*+"',$2*'50.251,(+0,0*'.#5+)1P,83525-*25,"),25-521,)*,)35,.15,*-, 678,
)*,05(%,W")3, "+-*2#()"*+,'*+)("+50, "+, )3515,$2*'50.251,(+0,0*'.#5+)1D,W3"'3,425()%Q,5(151,(+0,
1"#$%"&51,)35,25%()"*+1,/(150,*+,)3"1,"+-*2#()"*+D,W35)352,)W*VW(Q,c(0#"+"1)2()";5,$2*'50.251dD,*2,
*+5VW(Q,c(''511,)*,"+-*2#()"*+dP,835,&+(%,*/T5')";5,"1,)*,('3"5;5,(,$($52%511,(0#"+"1)2()"*+D,W3"'3,
at the same time will simplify and rationalise its activity and its relations with citizens.
83"1, 05#()52"(%"1()"*+, "1, (%25(0Q, (), (+, (0;(+'50, 1)(45, "+, 1*#5, (0#"+"1)2()"*+1, )3(), /54(+, )*,
'*#$.)52"15,)35"2,"+)52+(%,$2*'51151D,1.'3,(1,&+(+'"(%,#(+(45#5+),*2,)(B()"*+1D,1*#5,Q5(21,(4*P,
83515,(0#"+"1)2()"*+1,3(;5,42(0.(%%Q,155+,"#$2*;5#5+)1,/2*.43),(/*.),/Q,1Q1)5#1,)3(),(%%*W,-*2,








"+")"()";51D16, (, =%(+, *-,>')"*+, -*2, )35,N50.')"*+, *-,>0#"+"1)2()";5, E.205+1, 3(1, /55+,02(W+,.$, (),












administrative activity that are designed to simplify procedures and debureaucratise administrations. 
83515,(1$5')1D,)*45)352,W")3,'*#$%"(+'5,W")3,1$5'"&',)2.1),(+0,15'.2")Q,25`."25#5+)1D,13*.%0,/5,
)(M5+, "+)*, (''*.+), "+, )35,051"4+, *-, (+Q, 152;"'5, )3(),W"%%, /5,$2*'51150,5%5')2*+"'(%%Qg, "+0550D, "-,
)35Q,'(+,+*),/5,4.(2(+)550D,)35,152;"'5,'(++*),/5,'*+1"05250,-5(1"/%5P,83515,(1$5')1,"+'%.05,)35,
$2"+'"$%5, *-, 5`.(%")QD, )35, $2"+'"$%5, *-, %54(%")Q, e+(#5%QD, .$3*%0"+4, )35, "+)542")Q, *-, '")"a5+1b, %54(%,
4.(2(+)551eD,)35,$2"+'"$%5,*-,'**$52()"*+,"+,)35,.15,*-,5%5')2*+"',#50"(D,)35,$2"+'"$%5,*-,15'.2")Q,
"+,)35,"+)2*0.')"*+,(+0,.15,*-,5%5')2*+"',#50"(D,)35,$2"+'"$%5,*-,$2*$*2)"*+(%")QD,.+052,W3"'3,*+%Q,
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6+, $25$(2()"*+, -*2, )35, "+)2*0.')"*+, *-, )3"1, '3(++5%, *-, 25%()"*+1D, )35, (0#"+"1)2()"*+,#.1), 5+1.25,
)3(), '")"a5+1, '(+, 5B52'"15, )35"2, %54(%%Q, 25'*4+"150, 2"43)1, )*, 1"#$%"&50, $2*'50.251D, 1.'3, (1, +*),
3(;"+4,)*,$2*;"05,0()(,*2,0*'.#5+)1,)3(),)35,(0#"+"1)2()"*+,(%25(0Q,3*%01D,*2,/5"+4,(/%5,)*,&+0,
*.),5%5')2*+"'(%%Q,W3(),1)(45,*-,)35,$2*'511,)35"2,$2*'50.25,3(1,25('350P,J*25*;52D,'")"a5+1,.1"+4,
electronic channels in their relations with the administration must enjoy the same rights accorded 
/Q,)2(0")"*+(%,'3(++5%1D,"+,(00")"*+,)*,)3*15,$52)("+"+4,1$5'"&'(%%Q,)*,)35,.15,*-,5%5')2*+"',#50"(P,
83"1,'*+1)").)51,*+5,*-,)35,M5Q1)*+51,*-,)35,1Q1)5#D,42*.+050,*+,)35,)W*VW(Q,$2"+'"$%51,*-,5`.(%")Q,
and non-discrimination between the two forms of relationship.
 )*+*7%8234025-/#2,6%/6.%#9"%8"$:2-"1%;2$"-#2:"










administrative burdens and to guarantee greater legal certainty to those who wish to provide a 
service. 






6+, '*+)2(1), )*, *)352, <.2*$5(+, '*.+)2"51D, !$("+, 3(1, "+'*2$*2()50, )35,Y"25')";5, )32*.43, (, 45+52(%,
%(WD,W")3*.),$25T.0"'5,)*,*)352,#*0"&'()"*+1,25%()50,)*,%(W1,0"25')%Q,(--5')50,/Q,")P18,835,!$(+"13,
4*;52+#5+),3(1,(%1*,($$2*;50,)**%1,)3(),(25,+*W,(;("%(/%5,)*,(%%,(0#"+"1)2()"*+1P,R+5,5B(#$%5,"1,
(+,*+%"+5, '*#$.)52, ($$%"'()"*+, M+*W+,(1, )35, !Q1)5#,*-, 605+)"&'()"*+, (+0, !'255+"+4,*-,>--5')50,
N54.%()"*+,c!6<X>dD,(''511"/%5,)*,(%%,(0#"+"1)2()"*+1D,W3"'3,(%%*W1,'*+1.%)()"*+,(+0,(11511#5+),*-,
all cases potentially affected by the Services Directive. 
18, >),(,+()"*+(%,%5;5%D,)3515,%(W1,(259,m(W,^s[?@@AD,0()50,X*;5#/52,?nD,?@@AD,*+,-255,(''511,)*,152;"'5,(')";")"51,(+0,
)35"2,$2(')"'5D,(+0,m(W,?Z[?@@AD,0()50,Y5'5#/52,??D,?@@AD,#*0"-Q"+4,;(2"*.1,%(W1,-*2,(0($)()"*+,)*,)35,m(W,*+,-255,
access to service activities and their practice.
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allows both access to information and processing of procedures and formalities.
83"1, 1Q1)5#,#.1), /5, (''511"/%5, (), (, 1"+4%5, $*"+)D, )32*.43, (+, 5%5')2*+"', '3(++5%, (+0, 25#*)5%QP,
C*W5;52, "),#.1), 251$5'), )35,0"1)2"/.)"*+, *-, '*#$5)5+'"51, 51)(/%"1350, "+, !$("+P,8*, )3"1, 5+0D, )35,
national government has set up a project for a virtual point of single contact that will provide 
consumers and service providers with all the necessary information on procedures and formalities to 
(''511,*2,*$52()5,(,152;"'5,(')";")Q,"+,!$("+D,(+0,)35,$*11"/"%")Q,)*,$2*'511,)3515,-*2#(%")"51,*+%"+5P^A
m(W,^^[?@@s,3(1,.+0*./)50%Q,-('"%")()50,)35,)2(+1$*1")"*+,*-,)3"1,Y"25')";5,(+0,)35,"+'*2$*2()"*+,













(+0, )35, %('M,*-,'*+&05+'5, "+, )35, 254.%()*2Q, -2(#5W*2M,(+0, "+, )35, 1.$52;"1*2Q,(+0,'*+)2*%, )(1M1,
in other Member States has led to a proliferation of regulations and duplication of controls in 
)2(+1/*2052,(')";")"51P,!$5'"&'(%%QD,)3"1,Y"25')";5,1)"$.%()51,)3(),J5#/52,!)()51,'(+,#(M5,25`.51)1,
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7**$52()"*+, "1, (%1*, 5115+)"(%, )*, ('3"5;5, (0#"+"1)2()";5, 5-&'"5+'QP, 6+, )35, !$(+"13, (0#"+"1)2()";5,
1Q1)5#,"),"1,*+5,*-,)35,$2"+'"$%51,4*;52+"+4,25%()"*+1,/5)W55+,$./%"',(0#"+"1)2()"*+1P,6+0550D,m(W,
^^[?@@s, 25-521, 15;52(%, )"#51, )*, '**$52()"*+D, )*, 5+1.25, /*)3, )35, "+)52*$52(/"%")Q, *-, )35, 1Q1)5#1,
(0*$)50,/Q,5('3,(0#"+"1)2()"*+D,(+0,)35,T*"+),$2*;"1"*+,*-,152;"'51,)*,'")"a5+1P,6),1$5'"&'(%%Q,("#1,)*,
5+1.25,#.).(%,25'*4+")"*+,*-,5%5')2*+"',0*'.#5+)1,(+0,"05+)"&'()"*+,(+0,(.)35+)"'()"*+,1Q1)5#1P
Cooperation is also especially important for the development of local eGovernment services. 
R+5,#(T*2,*/1)('%5,)*,)3"1,05;5%*$#5+),"1,)35,%('M,*-,)5%5'*##.+"'()"*+1,"+-2(1)2.').25,(+0,)35,
"+1.-&'"5+),251*.2'51,)*,5+1.25,)35,.15,*-,678P,7**$52()"*+,'(+,35%$,)*,"#$2*;5,)3"1,1").()"*+,(+0,
'(+, /5, '**20"+()50, )32*.43,75+)2(%,:*;52+#5+), (+0,>.)*+*#*.1, 7*##.+")Q, "+")"()";51D, .1.(%%Q,
25%()50,)*,&+(+'"(%,(11"1)(+'5,(+0,)5'3+*%*4Q,($$%"'()"*+1,*2,$%()-*2#1P,m(W,^^[?@@s,(%1*,$2*;"051,






3.3 Administrative transparency and electronic government
<%5')2*+"',4*;52+#5+),"1,(+,5115+)"(%,-(')*2,"+,)35,6+-*2#()"*+,!*'"5)QP,6-,(+Q)3"+4,'(+,/5,1("0,)*,
'3(2(')52"15,)35,6+)52+5)D,"),"1,$25'"15%Q,)35,5+*2#*.1,(''511"/"%")Q,(+0,"##50"('Q,*-,)35,"+-*2#()"*+,











m(W, ^^[?@@s, 3(1, $%(Q50, (+, "#$*2)(+), 2*%5, "+, )35, '*+1*%"0()"*+, *-, )3"1, 2"43)D, 1"+'5, "), /"+01, )35,
(0#"+"1)2()"*+,)*,(0*$),)35,-*%%*W"+4,$2"+'"$%51,"+,)35,.15,*-,)3515,)5'3+*%*4"519
r, >''511,)*,"+-*2#()"*+,(+0,152;"'51,/Q,5%5')2*+"',#50"(,)32*.43,1Q1)5#1,)3(),#(M5,"+-*2#()"*+,
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;(2"*.1, (1$5')1, *-, )35, 4*;52+#5+), "+-*2#()"*+, -2(#5W*2MD, )3.1, 4*"+4, *+5, 1)5$, -.2)352, )*W(201,
#(M"+4, "), 5--5')";5P,>1,W5%%, (1, /5"+4, (, 25`."25#5+), "+, )35, .15, *-, 678D, )3515, $2*;"1"*+1,#.1), /5,
present in the decisions referring to the development of eGovernment adopted in the corresponding 
administration. 
f.2)352#*25D,)35,45+52(%,*/%"4()"*+,*-,$./%"',(0#"+"1)2()"*+,)2(+1$(25+'QD,"+)542(%,)*,)3"1,1Q1)5#D,
05)52#"+51, )3(), (%%, .+'%(11"&50, "+-*2#()"*+,#.1), /5,#(05, (;("%(/%5, )*, '")"a5+1P, 83"1, 13*.%0, (),
least include all the information that is legally bound to be made public as well as that provided 
/Q, *)352, '3(++5%1D, (%)3*.43, /5"+4,#(05, $./%"', "+, )3"1, W(Q, 0*51, +*), 1.$$%(+), )35, */%"4()"*+, )*,
$./%"13,254.%()*2Q,$2*;"1"*+1,(+0,$2*'550"+41,"+,)35,*-&'"(%,#50"(P,7*+15`.5+)%QD,5--5')";5,2"43),)*,
access must be guaranteed; the broadest manifestation of transparency is the possibility for open 
'*+1.%)()"*+,*-,.+";521(%%Q,(''511"/%5,"+-*2#()"*+,251*.2'51D,(1,1)()50,"+,)35,m(WD,W")3,)35,4.(2(+)55,
)3(),)3"1,'(+,/5,0*+5,W")3*.),3(;"+4,)*,$2515+),(+Q,)Q$5,*-,$2"*2,"05+)"&'()"*+P,,















the informed participation of the public in issues of general interest.
3.3.2 Administrative transparency by sectors
!$5'"(%,%54"1%()"*+,3(1,42(0.(%%Q,/2*.43),)35,1$5'"&',*/%"4()"*+,*-,)2(+1$(25+'Q,"+)*,-*2'5P24
\2/(+,05;5%*$#5+),(+0,$%(++"+4,"1,$(2)"'.%(2%Q,15+1")";5,)*,)35,`.51)"*+,*-,)2(+1$(25+'QP,6+,!$("+D,
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R+,5+;"2*+#5+)(%,#())521D,)35,>(23.1,7*+;5+)"*+26 establishes the right of citizens to access relevant 









in electronic databases that are easily accessible to the public through public telecommunications 
+5)W*2M1P,835,25`."25#5+)1,*-,)35,Y"25')";5,3(;5,/55+,"+'*2$*2()50,"+)*,!$(+"13,%54"1%()"*+D,27and 


















always with the common aim of bringing about change in the relationships they have with citizens.
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835,15'*+0,5B)52+(%, -(')*2, "1, )35,(0;5+),*-,+5W,254.%()"*+1,*+,5%5')2*+"', 25%()"*+13"$1,/5)W55+,
4*;52+#5+), (+0, '")"a5+1D, 1"+'5, "), 3(1, $2*;"050, (, 1)"#.%.1, (+0, (, T.1)"&'()"*+, -*2, (0#"+"1)2()";5,
#*052+"1()"*+P,835,)3"20,5B)52+(%,-(')*2,"1,)35,42*W"+4,'")"a5+,05#(+0,-*2,)35,$*)5+)"(%,/5+5&)1,"),
can bring them.
835, %54(%,4.(2(+)55,*-, )35,'")"a5+1b, 2"43)1, )*, "+)52('),5%5')2*+"'(%%Q,*/%"451,4*;52+#5+), )*,*--52,
5%5')2*+"', 152;"'51, (+0, -('"%")()5, )35"2, (''511P, C5+'5D, "), 3(1, /55+, (+, "#$*2)(+), "#$.%15, -*2,
5:*;52+#5+),(+0,'*+1)").)51,(,;52Q,$*1")";5,5B$52"5+'5,)3(),'*.%0,/5,45+52(%"150,)*,*)352,'*.+)2"51P,
C*W5;52D,"),#.1),/5,)(M5+,"+)*,'*+1"052()"*+,)3(),%54(%,254.%()"*+,*-,4.(2(+)551,"1,(+,"+1.-&'"5+),
stimulus if there is no political conviction regarding the potential of eGovernment to improve the 
5-&'"5+'Q,*-,$./%"',152;"'51,$2*;"050,)*,'")"a5+1P
6+,)3"1,"#$%5#5+)()"*+,$2*'511D,W5,"05+)"-Q,)3255,#(T*2,)25+01,)3(),#(2M,)35,*+4*"+4,05;5%*$#5+),























<.2*$5(+, 7*##"11"*+, c?@@LdP, 7*##.+"'()"*+, -2*#, )35, 7*##"11"*+D, *-, ?Z, >$2"%, ?@@LD, "?@^@,
5:*;52+#5+),>')"*+,=%(+,V,>''5%52()"+4,5:*;52+#5+),"+,<.2*$5,-*2,)35,E5+5&),*-,>%%,y7RJc?@@Ld,
^sn, &+(%VX*), $./%"1350, "+, )35,R-&'"(%, G*.2+(%zD, 25)2"5;50, G.%Q, ^ZD, ?@^^, -2*#, 3))$9[[5.2*$(P5.[
%54"1%()"*+{1.##(2"51["+-*2#()"*+{1*'"5)Q[1)2()54"51[%?S??LT{5+P3)#.
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J5(1.25#5+)D, 25)2"5;50, G.%Q, ^ZD, ?@^^, -2*#, 3))$9[[5'P5.2*$(P5.["+-*2#()"*+{1*'"5)Q[55.2*$5[
"?@^@[0*'1[/5+'3#(2M"+4[54*;{/5+'3#(2M{?@@AP$0-.













"+, )35, <.2*$5(+,\+"*+D, 25)2"5;50, G.%Q, ^ZD, ?@^^, -2*#, 3))$9[[(0#"+"1)2('"*+5%5')2*+"'(P4*/P51[_{
+-$/w)2.5F{$(45m(/5%w=nS@@A^Zs@^n^@ZZs^@Z@AAF%(+4=(5w51.
m""M(+5+D,<P, c?@@ndP,5:*;52+#5+), -*2,<.2*$5b1,$./%"', 152;"'51,*-, )35, -.).25P, 6+, 6+(.4.2(%, %5').25,
*-, )35, \R7, ?@@nV?@@S,>'(05#"', ]5(2, \R7D, 25)2"5;50, G.%Q, ^ZD, ?@^^, -2*#, 3))$9[[WWWP.*'P50.[
0)[?@nnL["+05BP3)#%. 
m.+05%%D, EP, c?@^^dP, 5:*;52+(+'5, "+, $./%"', 15')*2, 678, $2*'.25#5+)9, W3(), "1, 13($"+4, $2(')"'5, "+,
!W505+_P,<.2*$5(+,G*.2+(%,*-,5=2(')"'5D,^?D,LLVsZP







R1"#*D, YP, c?@@ldP, E5+'3#(2M"+4, 5:*;52+#5+), "+, )35,O5/, ?P@, <2(9,O3(), )*,#5(1.25D, (+0, C*WP,
<.2*$5(+,G*.2+(%,*-,5=2(')"'5D,SD,nnVSSP
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